


out for good. "I am writing blind," Kolesnikov scribbled. Then he wrapped the letter in plastic
and put it into his pocket, where it was found after a Russian diver recovered the sailor's body
and three others from the Kursk.

Kolesnikov's letter was a harpoon to the heart of his country. The Russian Navy had insisted
the entire crew died within a minute or two of the explosion that sank the sub; it didn't matter,
officials implied, that Moscow waited four days before requesting foreign help for a slow-
starting rescue effort. For nearly a week after the explosion, Russian President Vladimir Putin
continued his vacation at Sochi on the Black Sea, saying there was nothing he could do about
the accident. Then came Kolesnikov's letter, bringing with it fresh recriminations. "I had a
feeling that my husband did not die immediately," Olga Kolesnikova said in a Russian TV
interview. She said Dmitry seemed to have "a premonition of death" before he went to sea for
the last time and left her a romantic poem that talked about "when the time comes to die."
"He's a lovely man," Olga said, tears spilling down her face. "I want to see him again and read
his letter."
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Could Kolesnikov and the others have been rescued? Adm. Vyacheslav Popov, commander of
Russia's Northern Fleet, says the 23 men would have died, probably by asphyxiation, "no later
than Aug. 13, and most likely before midnight of Aug. 12"--long before effective rescue efforts
were begun. "There was no way to save the sailors," insists Ilya Klebanov, a deputy prime
minister. But what if Kolesnikov and his mates lived longer than the Russian Navy has
admitted? Tapping sounds came from inside the submarine on Aug. 13 and 14, and a
message was flashed out. "SOS. Water," it said. "If action had been taken in the first few days,
it is possible those 23, at least, could have been saved," argues Vadim Solovyov, editor of a
Russian military magazine.

But it took that much time, and more, to deploy the sophisticated foreign equipment that was
finally called in after Russia's own rescue attempts failed. Britain's LR5 sub had to be flown
from Scotland to Norway and then carried by a mother ship to the scene of the wreck. "It is
unlikely that any survivors would have lived for more than one or two days trapped in Section
9," says Capt. Richard Sharp, former skipper of a British nuclear submarine and now editor of
Jane's Fighting Ships. "This is not sufficient time for LR5 to reach and rescue. The fact that
the Russians did not call for Britain's help earlier makes no difference to the survivors in this
case."

The published portion of Kolesnikov's letter shed no light on the cause of the disaster. Russian
officials have been pushing a collision theory. "I am 80 percent sure the Kursk collided with



another submarine," Adm. Vladimir Kuroyedov, chief of the Russian Navy, said a few days
before the letter was found. "And in a couple of months, I will find the missing 20 percent and
tell the world who it was." But so far, that Russian theory doesn't add up. U.S. and Norwegian
sonar recorded the calamity: the sound of a small explosion, followed by the noise of a sub
struggling toward the surface; then an immense explosion and the sound of the Kursk
crunching onto the ocean floor. The NATO recordings show no trace of another sub in the area
and no sound of a collision; if a Russian recording contained such evidence, it surely would
have been released by now. President Clinton ordered the U.S. analysis to be sent to the
Russians, who so far have not challenged it.

So what sank the Kursk? The likeliest explanation, according to Western experts, is that
torpedo fuel exploded first--the Kursk was testing a new and cheaper but more volatile fuel--
which soon set off the rippling explosion of missile warheads. Another possibility is that the
Kursk hit a mine left over from World War II or the cold war.

The slow-moving recovery may eventually offer more clues--but not soon. The diving rig has
been hired only until Nov. 13; by then, weather conditions will become too harsh. Last week
snowstorms and howling seas were already shutting down the recovery operation. A complete
autopsy on the submarine itself will have to wait until next spring or summer, when an effort is
expected to bring the entire wreck to the surface.

Putin said the investigation would go on as "a last homage to our hero-sailors," and he
promised "maximum openness" about the cause of the catastrophe. Three weeks ago his
predecessor, Boris Yeltsin, criticized Putin's handling of the disaster. "He should have reacted
urgently and flown from Sochi to Moscow," Yeltsin told a British interviewer. "Fortunately," the
ex-president added, "Putin is a quick learner." The lesson of the Kolesnikov letter is that
Russians are still angry, heartsore and suspicious about their government's handling of the
crisis.
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